A simpler tool for estimation of HIV incidence from cross-sectional, age-specific prevalence data.
HIV incidence estimates are crucial in understanding and predicting the HIV/AIDS epidemic and identifying sub-populations and regions most at risk for the epidemic. However, incidence estimation is a challenge due to the nature of the disease and type of data available. This paper aims to present a simple and creative HIV incidence estimation method for resource constrained settings with scarce data. The authors developed a simple user-friendly non-iterative spreadsheet estimation method, which can produce incidence estimates by age group using observed cross-sectional, age-specific HIV prevalence. Data from two prospective FHI microbicide Phase III clinical trials in Nigeria were used to validate the spreadsheet method. Since both the clinical trials involved condom use promotion to reduce HIV risk, the authors also used the AVERT software to estimate the extent of incidence reduction due to the intervention. The spreadsheet incidence estimates after accounting for AVERT adjusted reductions, for age groups 18-20, 21-25 and 26-30 were: 1.69%, 0.96% and 1.12% in the SAVVY trial, and 2.11%, 1.47% and 1.28% in the CS trial respectively. The corresponding actual observed incidence rates were 1.62%, 2.39%, and 1.13% in the SAVVY trial and 1.93%, 1.78% and 1.40% in the CS trial. Comparisons of the spreadsheet-estimated incidence with the actual incidence from the clinical trials demonstrated that the method is reasonably accurate in its estimation. Because of the method's limitations it should not be used to evaluate HIV/AIDS prevention interventions or without understanding the direction of the bias in the case of an evolving HIV epidemic.